
GRBalpha: The Smallest Astrophysical  
Space Observatory



Gamma-ray bursts accompany the 
birth of stellar black holes



No missions with both 
large field of view (>1-2 str) and 

high (arcmin) localisation accuracy 



A constellation of at least 9 (18) 
satellites can provide: 
- all sky coverage with a large effective 

area
- Better than 0.1 millisecond timing 

accuracy
- ~1 deg2 localisation accuracy using 

triangulation

CAMELOT: Cubesat Array for MEasuring 
and LOcalising Transients 

GRBAlpha 
Launched: 22. 3. 2021

VZLUSAT-2 
Launched: 13. 1. 2022



GRBALPHA:

DETECTOR ASSEMBLING

CsI(Tl) scintillator Wrapped in Enhanced
Specular Reflector (ESR)

2 readout channels of 4 MPPCs (S13360-3050 PE) by Hamamatsu 

Pál+ 2020

GRBAlpha detector



GRBALPHA:

DETECTOR ASSEMBLING

● MPPCs are coupled with crystal by optical glue DOWSIL93-500
● Detector is wrapped by optically thick DuPont TCC15BL3 polyvinyl fluoride (PVF) tedlar

to prevent light leakage from outside

DuPont Tedlar TCC15BL3
wrapping

Assembled detector with Pb-Sb alloy 
to reduce MPPC degradation by 

protons 

GRBAlpha detector







Transmition: Bankov (LF TUKE)
Receiving: Piszkés Tető Observatory 

+ the SATNOGS network 

Communication 



GRBAlpha and VZLUSAT-2
CURRENT STATE

- 83 transients detected by GRBAlpha: 53 GRBs, 27 Solar flares, 2 SGR flares, 1 X-ray binary 
flare


- 63 transients detected by VZLUSAT2 32 GRBs, 25 Solar flares, 6 SGR flares


Enabled by in-orbit firmware updates and the possibility of data drops over various ground 
stations.


Both satellites continue to monitor the particle environment (“space weather”) at the low Earth 
550km polar orbit.


Both satellites and their GRB detectors are in good health. The SiPM detector degradation 
and the low energy threshold of the detectors remain acceptable. 







First two papers in Astronomy and Astrophysics



GRBAlpha mentioned along big famous observatories



GRB 230307A the second brightest burst ever!



GRBALPHA: 3.5 MONTHS BACKGROUND MAP

      

● Satellite tracks with the averaged detected count rate (when overlap) in last 3.5 months
● Such a map will be useful in future to control a rate trigger algorithm for autonomous GRB detection

E > ~70 keV E > ~110 keV

E > ~630 keVE > ~370 keV

SAA

Outer Van Allen 
radiation belt

mainly 
CXB+Earh's 
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contribution 
from 

activation



Summary

• If operated continuously, the detection rate is approximately 1 transients 
per 5 days  

• The duty cycle on a 550 km polar orbit is around ~ 67% (GRBs detected 
in the polar regions) 

• The degradation of MPPCs remains at an acceptable level, resulting in 
a low energy threshold decrease to ~60 keV for GRBAlpha and ~40 keV 
for VZLUSAT-2


